
Admission / Accreditation
4 – 5 pm

Introduction: Andres Veiel
5 – 5.30 pm

PLENARY SESSION
“Remember the crisis?”
5.30 – 7 pm

The symposium will begin with a review. Around ten invited 
experts on everyday life will come together to reconstruct 
the history of the financial and euro crisis from 2007 to the 
present day, and from multiple perspectives. Together they 
will analyse and evaluate the chain of events starting with 
the housing bubble which led to the virtual nationalization 
of many banks all over the world. Are there winners and 
losers?
Participants will include Dr. Cho Khong, political analyst 
(UK); Dr. Ariella Helfgott, Environmental Change Institute, 
Oxford (UK); Prof. Pavlina Tcherneva, economist (USA); Prof. 
Joseph Vogl, literature, culture and media scholar and phi-
losopher, Berlin; Prof. Isabel Feichtner, professor of public 
law and international economic law, Würzburg; Prof. Kai 
von Lewinski, lawyer and professor of public law, Passau; 
Cornelia Daheim, Future Impacts, Cologne; Dr. Eyvindur 
Gunnarsson, legal scholar (Iceland); Dr. Evan Liaras, profes-
sor of international relations (Greece); José Moura Soeiro, 
sociologist, member of parliament (Portugal); Jürg Müller, 
economic journalist, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Zurich; Harald 
Schumann, author, Berlin; Otto Steinmetz, former member 
of the board, Dresdner Bank, Mannheim

Break of 30 minutes

WORKSHOP
“And since then?”
7.30 – 8.15 pm

The repercussions of the last crisis can still be drastically felt: 
in Greece and Portugal people are talking of a “lost gene-
ration”, while in the United States pensioners are living in 
mobile homes or on the street and in the global South the 
land prices have increased exponentially. In Iceland some 
bankers are in prison yet Germany has returned to “business 
as usual”. The ECB is continuing to flood the market with bil-
lions. Land prices and rents have exploded. Do we actually 
know what has happened to individual nations’ guarantees 
for banks or what quantitative easing means for us? 
The participants will discuss in small groups which effects of 
the financial crisis can still be felt today. 
 

Break of 15 minutes

DISCUSSION
“And next time?”
8 – 9.30 pm

The turnover of the world’s largest investment banks has al-
ready risen far above the level of the crisis years 2007/2008. 
People are saying it’s only a question of time before the next 
bubble bursts – but who will foot the bill when it happens? 
 
In the final round of discussions the symposium will address 
the options for intervention: will we be able to count on a 
strong state? Or are state and financial markets so inextri-
cably linked that the impetus for regulation needs to come 
from and be implemented by completely different forces? 
Which forces might they be?

PROGRAMME

WHICH FUTURE?! 

Der nächste Staat –
Rethinking State

Saturday, 21 April 2018
5 pm – 9.30 pm, Kronprinzenpalais

Sunday, 22 April 2018
10 am – 8 pm, Kronprinzenpalais

The symposium is free of charge,
but participants should attend both days.
Registration from Wednesday, 28 March
under events.humboldt.com.

Saturday, 21 April 2018

Musical intervention and minutes: EPA, Sven Kacirek, Hamburg & Daniel Muhuni, Nairobi
Moderation: Ulrike Hermann & TBA / Choice of workshop: during the first day of the symposium 
the participants will choose which workshops they wish to attend on Sunday. 1



Admission / coffee
9 – 10 am

Sunday will consist mainly of two 90-minute sessions with 
various workshops, in which reform models  – such as a basic 
income or new ideas for work and employment – will first be 
developed with the support of experts, followed by entirely 
new models for future forms of government. Strategies will 
be considered for implementing such reforms. From reform 
through to revolution, anything is allowed. 
Each workshop will be open to between 15 and 20 partici-
pants.
Each workshop unit will be followed by a plenary session in 
which the results of the workshops are presented and dis-
cussed. The workshops are designed to complement rather 
than compete with one another.

Introduction
10 – 10.30 am

WORKSHOP SESSION I
“Work or income?
Freedom or dependency?”
10.30 am – 12 pm

Only ten years ago the idea of an unconditional basic in-
come was regarded as a utopia espoused by a few eccen-
trics. Now the director of Telekom, the Social Democrats 
and Silicon Valley are all talking about it as if it were only a 
matter of time before it is introduced. Notions like “surplus 
societies” and job losses of up to 50 per cent over the next 
twenty years are being discussed. The motives for these fu-
ture scenarios and various models for how they could be 
realized and financed vary enormously and they are directly 
connected with ideas about the future role of the state. Will 
the unconditional basic income be paid so that capitalism 
can continue “undisturbed”, as it were, or so that we as a 
civil society can progress? Who will pay it? Will it be the 
state (us, in other words), the robots (i.e. the producers and 
investors), or “micro-financing” in the form of contributions 
by the biggest data collectors? And will we then finally be 
able to lead a self-determined existence as we have always 
dreamed of doing? On Sunday morning the participants will 
develop various models of work and remuneration for the 
future in a number of workshops.

WORKSHOPS:
A country without poverty?
Can existing social systems be reformed in a way that 
allows everyone to live in dignity? 
Workshop leader: Dorothea Spannagel, Düsseldorf

Is income a principle?
When we talk about an unconditional basic income, are 
we mainly concerned with ensuring inclusion in public 
life rather than how the income is paid? There’s enough 
money going around, we simply need to know what we 
want.  
Workshop leader: Daniel Häni, Basel

Unconditional consumers?
Who will finance the basic income and why? And who 
will have to pay the price?
Workshop leader: Prof. Bernhardt Neumärker, Freiburg 
im Breisgau

Work is political
If the state guarantees all its citizens full employ-
ment then companies will have to change their stra-
tegies, because unemployment would no longer 
constitute an effective threat. Can guaranteed jobs 
save democracy?  
Workshop leader: Prof. Pavlina Tcherneva, New York 
(USA)

The end of banking 
and introducing a basic income
A financial system without banks is desirable and 
possible. At the same time, a world without banks 
provides an opportunity to put the basic income on 
a sound financial footing. A wild fantasy? This work-
shop will be devoted to developing realistic models 
for this scenario.
Workshop leader: Jürg Müller, economic journalist 
Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Zurich
 
Strike! – 
On the power of dependent emplo-
yees 
People employed via platforms are the “Ich-AGs” 
(Me plc) of the future.
People like Uber drivers or digital warehouse emplo-
yees are driving forward the restructuring of the la-
bour market at the same time as they are victims of 
it. For them it is important to restructure represen-
tation and power. What might a digital trade union 
look like? Is there a “one size fits all” model?
Workshop leaders: Cornelia Daheim, Köln & Leon 
Krenz, Berlin

Special workshop: Yes we can!
How might you “sell” concepts of radical transforma-
tion to a post-industrial society? The participants in 
this workshop will initially split up into small groups 
for the various introductions to the workshop. Later 
each group will design a campaign for implementing 
their own employment and income model.
Workshop leaders: Christian Unsinn, Berlin & Kathrin 
Jesse, Berlin

Lunch break 60 minutes

PLENARY SESSION I
Evaluation of workshop session I
1 – 2.30 pm
Joint plenary session. All participants in the symposium will 
assemble round a large table at which the workshop leaders 
and one member of each workshop will present their results.
Moderation: Ulrike Hermann & Dr. Thomas Henschel

Introduction
to workshop session II
2.30 – 2.45 pm
“Daddy state” – an empty shell or a saviour in times of ext-
reme hardship?
 Speaker:  Professor Kai von Lewinski

Coffee break 30 minutes
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WORKSHOP SESSION II
“The next state?”
3.15 – 4.45 pm

What role do we want to assign to a future state? With the 
camps divided, people’s positions are becoming ever more 
radical and irreconcilable. Some people want a state that 
protects the public good and shapes necessary processes of 
transformation. For others the state should protect proper-
ty while the future is shaped by visionary companies and in-
dividuals who are quicker to recognize the signs of the times 
and can respond to the digital revolution more flexibly. The 
state is viewed as a corporation in which only shareholders 
have civil rights. Can the construct of the welfare state sur-
vive the internet, blockchain and the globalized economy? 
What alternatives do we have and what strategies are con-
ceivable for organizing inclusion?

WORKSHOPS:
The United States of Europe?
Promise or threat?
Workshop leaders: Prof. Kai von Lewinski, Passau & Prof. 
Isabel Feichtner, Würzburg

Government courtesy of Silicon Valley
or: technology as a political dystopia 
Google promises Portugal its European headquarters in 
return for a right of veto on the European Council. Will 
Google be our next government? Can we stop this hap-
pening and do we want to?  
Workshop leader: Ana Teixeira Pinto, Berlin

Venturing more democracy?
The Denkzentrum Demokratie no longer wants to leave 
the state to itself and the corporations.
Workshop leaders: Tom Wohlfahrt, Berlin & Andreas 
Schiel, Düsseldorf

Whom does the state protect?
Workshop with the European Centre for Constitutional
and Human Rights (ECCHR)
Workshop leaders: Miriam Saage Maaß & Christian 
Schliemann, Berlin

Machines and power: 
state and participation 
(or politics) in a digital society
The assumption that social media would lead to more de-
mocracy has so far not proven to be true. There is so far 
no sign of “Democracy 4.0”. Instead, platform techno-
logies are gaining an increasing influence over citizens, 
who are mutating into users.  
Who will programme the algorithms of the future and 
thus determine the constitutions and ethics of plat-
forms? What if we were to appropriate these platforms, 
turn Uber into a cooperative and found a global parlia-
ment of cities?  
Workshop leader: Prof. Dr. Dr. Ayad Al-Ani, Berlin & Vi-
enna

The Marketplace for Government
All day
Joe Quirk and the Seasteading Institute hold a particularly 
radical vision. In order to properly understand the scope of 
the envisaged changes, three workshop groups will work 
together all day on this issue. The theoretical form taken by 
the state and the architecture of a community of this kind 
will be developed in close consultation and models genera-
ted in real terms. A campaign team will develop the public 
relations concepts that will become necessary in the future 
Marketplace for Government.

Seastead as a new home?
Can there be a home in international waters?
How do citizens define themselves in a country wi-
thout a state?  
Workshop leader: Joe Quirk, California (USA)

Marketplace for Government
How does it sound when a government has to sell its-
elf on the free market? 
Advertising and public relations work from the future.
Workshop leader: Mirko Derpmann, Berlin

Do we really want a police station?
Which institutions will we need in a country without a 
state? A court, a police station, a school?
Workshop leaders: Prof. Phillip Misselwitz, Habitat 
Unit, Berlin & Dr. Rutger de Graaf-van Dinther,
Blue 21, Rotterdam

PLENARY SESSION II
Evaluation of workshop session II
5.45 – 7.15 pm
Joint plenary session with all participants.
Presentation of the workshop results.
Moderation: Ulrike Hermann & Dr. Thomas Henschel

FOLLOWED BY FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
& MUSIC

(subject to change)
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Which future?! is a co-production of the Deutsches Theater
Berlin and the Stiftung Humboldt Forum im Berliner Schloss,
Funded by the Federal Government Representative for Culture and 
Media based on a resolution by the German Bundestag 


